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“Parents feel pressure to plan for their children’s future,
but with limited investment and focus in the sector

children’s saving and investment providers are doing little
to support this. Low interest rates reduce incentives to

save, but also leaves an opportunity for providers to
improve the value they add, giving parents the flexibility

and control they want.”
– Patrick Ross, Senior Financial Services Analyst

This report looks at the following areas:

• Providers should cede flexibility as parents seek supreme control
• Dual parent and child benefits could attract Millennials

Saving and investing for children can be very difficult for parents. Low interest rates mean that most
products offer poor returns, limiting the incentive to save. Parents naturally have their children’s best
interests at heart, but knowing how much to save without jeopardising day-to-day finances can be a
tough ask. At present, providers have little incentive to invest in their children’s savings products to
make things easier and support parents by offering the flexibility and control they are looking for.

Since Child Trust Funds (CTF) were withdrawn from the market, there is huge potential for other
products, particularly Junior ISAs to fill the void, but they must offer strong enough incentives to keep
parents engaged. The child savings market is threatened by the potential for better investment returns
from adult products, and without the added value of appealing free gifts or flexible terms, it is
becoming harder for parents to see the benefit of child-specific savings.

This Report reviews the market for children’s savings and investments, looking closely at the different
products on offer and their popularity relative to one another. The Report analyses the drivers behind
the children’s savings market and the competitive strategies currently in place. Mintel’s original
consumer research gets to the heart of who saves for children, why they save, and what parents are
looking for when they arrange a saving or investment product for their child.
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Figure 12: NS&I Transactions with investors in children’s bonds, 2015-16*
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Regular savings products offer tempting rates

Stocks and Shares ISA providers make a play for child savings

MoneyBox

Orbis Access

Savings adspend falls to a new low, but investment-related spend grows
Figure 19: Total above-the-line, online display and direct mail advertising expenditure on investment and savings products, 2012/
13-2016/17

Marginal spend on children’s saving and investment products

Nationwide bucks the trend with major TV campaign

Investment Junior ISAs also driving some adspend activity
Figure 20: Above-the-line, online display and direct mail adspend on identified children’s saving and investment products, 2016/17

Other selected marketing activity

Nielsen Ad Intel coverage

Two thirds of parents save for their children

Child Trust Fund legacy continues despite freedom to swap

Parents seek out maximum control over their children’s savings

Parents are keen to be rewarded for regular saving

Parents expect their money to be used according to their wisdom

Two thirds of parents save for their children…
Figure 21: Proportion of adults with children and whether or not they are saving on their behalf, February 2017

…and more than a quarter of grandparents too
Figure 22: Proportion of adults with children and whether or not they are saving on their behalf, February 2017

Men are more likely to say they are saving for children than women
Figure 23: Proportion who are parents of children under 18 and those who are saving for them, by gender, February 2017

Child Trust Fund legacy continues despite freedom to swap
Figure 24: Products used for children's savings, February 2017

Older parents strongly favour instant-access options
Figure 25: Products used for children's savings, by age, February 2017

Online management can help deliver sought-after parental controls
Figure 26: Interest in features of a new children's savings product, February 2017

The passbook has a limited appeal, dwarfed by online channels
Figure 27: Interest in features of a new children's savings product, by age, February 2017

Providers with wealthier customers can cross-sell using online services
Figure 28: Interest in features of a new children's savings product, by demographic status, February 2017
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Parents seek rewards for saving regularly
Figure 29: Interest in incentives of a new children's savings product, February 2017

Millennial parents are the most likely to look for parental rewards
Figure 30: Interest in incentives of a new children's savings product, by age, February 2017

Parents expect their money to be used wisely…

…and secretive saving helps ensure sensible spending

A quarter of parents have active plans for their children
Figure 31: Attitudes towards saving for children, February 2017

Socio-economic differences in parental approach to saving
Figure 32: Attitudes towards saving for children, by demographic status, February 2017

Abbreviations

Consumer research methodology

Interest in Children’s Savings Account Incentives

Attitudes towards Saving for Children

Appendix – Data Sources, Abbreviations and Supporting Information
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